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B ricks and mortar retail, like many industries, 
has been forced to innovate to succeed in an 
online world.

So when Peach Boutique opened its doors last year, 
rebranding from Princess Polly, the business model was 
fresh with zeitgeist values: collaboration, community, 
creativity – then, of course, there’s customer service.

“When I first opened Princess Polly, it felt like there 
was nothing similar in Geelong and I wanted it to be a 
store by people like me, for people like me,” says Peach 
Boutique owner Courtney Drever.

“I would have loved to have walked into a shop and 
found a young businesswoman behind the counter, 
selling the kinds of clothes I want to buy, at the prices I 
want to pay for them.”

Transitioning to Peach meant more space to realise 
this vision.

“We rebranded and that’s when we started being 
able to do all of the fun things that come from being 
independent.” These included dedicated doughnut days 
every month, regular creative gatherings, and even the 
mention of something that sounds much too good to be 
true – free ice-cream.

There’s an undeniable sense of fun in the Peach 
DNA and Courtney says she’s tried to create a space at 
which she would want to shop herself.

“I just do it as I think people would want, or how 
I would want it really, which I think other people are 
going to connect with as well,” she says.

She also says it works in her favour that Peach is 
not part of a shopping centre, allowing freedom for 
after-hours gatherings such as VIP nights as well as COURTNEY DREVER
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crafty get togethers – whether that’s DIY terrariums or 
Sharpie-mug decorating.

There’s also space for local creatives to showcase their 
wares. Currently featuring prints by Lonely Sea, this 
changes every month. “I think there’s so much talent in 
our local area, and also in Australia in general.

“It’s nice to give people that opportunity. We’re in a 
position where we can do that so why not?”

A huge aspect of the Peach business lies in its 
engagement with social media – something Courtney 
says is a must. “People don’t look at catalogues or 
anything any more – this is the new way to put out there 
in the world what we have.”

This means a lot of time is spent shooting 
new products and styling shots for Facebook 
and Instagram, as well as just sharing aspects of 
the business’ personality.

“So many people will come in store and hold up 
their phone and go, ‘um, do you have this in store?’ or 
‘where’s this – do you have stock still?’”

Though she’s found her target market to be teenage 
girls and young women, she would like all shoppers to 
feel they can just wander in.

“We don’t want to make anyone to feel like they’re too 
old to be here or too young to be here,” she says.

Having recently put out a survey to her customers, 

the feedback came in glowing. “We asked people to rate 
our service and something like 90 per cent of people said 
‘fantastic’. And they’re like, ‘I never feel like I’m not cool 
enough to be in there!’ ”

Shaking her head in disbelief, she says, “I feel bad they 
feel uncool somewhere else.”

“You want to feel comfortable. You’re not going to 
come out of the change rooms and say, ‘what do you 
think?’ if you feel like people are looking at you going, 

‘you shouldn’t be shopping here’.”
Mid-point through our interview we take a break 

as Courtney gets up to greet a group of shoppers.
“I didn’t plan on trying anything on but I might 

while I’m here,” says one, as she skims the freshly 
stocked clothes’ racks and holds up some outfits to 
the mirror.

It’s the type of shop where, though the racks are 
neatly arranged, it doesn’t feel like it’s a problem to 
fossick on through, even messing it up a bit in the 

process. There’s nothing cold and clinical here, it’s 
all about not taking fashion too seriously and having 

some fun.
Back to that survey. “We were asking people, what 

labels do you want?”
Courtney laughs as she shares what came back to her 

– “all the ones you already have!”
This includes brands like The Fifth Label 

(“outrageously popular”), Mossman, Keepsake the 
Label, Nobody Denim, MINKPINK, and Motel.

“Alright, cool. We’ll just keep doing what we’re doing 
then,” she grins. ●
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